Full Moon Mediation- 29th May 2018
In this beautiful visualization Archangel Zadkiel and Holy
Amythest bestow upon us the power of alchemical
transmutation in order to facilitate the planet towards the New
Golden Age.
Take a deep breath and relax. Focus on your breathing and
become centered. Breathe in shimmering violet light and breathe
out shimmering violet light. Continue to do so, until your aura
becomes a beautiful diamond violet. You are totally calm and
relaxed.
Take your awareness to the soles of your feet. Visualise thick
golden roots from your feet branching firmly and strongly into the
ground ……growing deeper and deeper, till they connect to the
heart of Mother Earth. ……wrapping them around the huge crystal
there. As they do so, Mother Earth’s loving energy moves up and
fills your earth star chakra… moving upwards to your base chakra
……filling in your sacral chakra….moves upward in your naval
chakra….solar plexus chakra…..moves further upward filling your
heart chakra with the loving, golden light.
Visualise Divine golden light from Source flowing down filling all

our upper chakras .… stellar gateway…. soul star …. casual …….
crown ……….filling in your third eye ……. throat, flowing into and
filling your heart chakra……. Here Mother Earth’s loving energy
and golden light from Source merge and spread fully in your body.
Allow these energies to fill your mental, physical and emotional
bodies…….
Visualise Archangel Michael’s blue clock of protection around you.
Surround yourself with Archangel Metatron’s orange and golden
sphere of light giving you complete protection.
Invoke your Guardian Angel, Dragon and Unicorn to accompany
you on this journey.
Imagine that you are on a beautiful mountain top. The sun is
shining brightly and you feel the soothing breeze blowing on your
face. Birds and butterflies are flying around. You can see a
combination of white and purple bloomy flowers spreading
mesmerizing fragrance around. You are walking on a purple path
way with beautiful white and purple lilies on both sides. Here your
Unicorn appears there in front of you. You sit on you’re his back
and he flies higher and higher. In the distance you see a beautiful
white marble structure. Your Unicorn brings you to the steps of
the magnificent marble structure and you step down. A beautiful
Violet Angel greets you.
This Angel takes you inside to glamorous hall. Here the walls are
laid with beautiful amethyst cluster crystals and bright violet
candles are burning on either sides of the hall. In the center of the
room is the magnificent cosmic diamond violet flame.
As you reach there, Archangel Zadkiel greets you with a big smile
on his lips and deep love and understanding in his eyes. Holy

Amethyst welcomes you. He asks you to step into this diamond
violet flame. As you do so you feel the energy blazing and blazing
transmuting all that are not God’s love and light in you…. Clearing
away from lifetimes and lifetimes all that you don’t need
anymore… Take your time and let it happen.
Once this is done, Archangel Zadkiel informs you that are now
cleared and ready to become a carrier of his Cosmic Diamond
Violet Flame to transmute with the power of alchemy all that is
not God’s love and light on the planet inorder facilitate her to the
new golden age. You may say “YES” if you choose to do so. With
his amethyst wand places the Cosmic Diamond Violet Flame into
each of your chakras. This Flame is fills your stellar gateway, flows
down into your soul star ….. casual chakra…..into your crown
chakra into third eye chakra….throat chakra….into your heart
chakra…..solar plexus chakra….fills in your naval chakra……
sacral…..fills in your basic chakra….flows into your earth star
chakra and then into mother earth….. Into her ley lines…
transmuting and all that needs to go in order for humanity and
the planet to ascend into the new golden age. As this happens a
great shift takes place on earth …. The planet has a new
vibrational frequency filled with love, light, joy, hamony….. It is
beautifully vibrating with pure shimmering, light. Archangel
Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst now integrate this new energy on the
planet.
He informs you that you have now been given the power of
alchemical transmutation. You will now consciously and
unconsciously be transmuting all the energies that need clearing
on the planet into with love and light. You will leave violet
footprints to transmute all that need to be cleared to prepare the
earth for her next step forward into the Golden Age... Take a

moment to visualise yourself and the planet immersed in this
shimmering diamond light.
You bow down thank Archangel Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst for the
grace bestowed and walk out of the hall into the corridor…. out of
the marble building with the violet angel. Your unicorn is waiting
for you. You climb on his back and he brings you down to the
same mountain where you started. You come back to your room
knowing that you have been given a gift and a responsibility. You
open your eyes with a big smile, and full of love and gratitude.
Once again visualise thick golden root going down from your feet
into Mother Earth. You are grounded firmly and strongly and
connected to your higher self.
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